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Abstract

While “born digital” artefacts such as video games and works of e-literature have been part of secondary school English in Anglophone countries for more than two decades (Beavis, 1998; Durrant & Beavis, 2001; Gee, 2003; Buckingham & Burn, 2007; Cowdy, 2016; O’Mara, 2019), databases of mass-digitised (and hence “re-mediated”) literary texts are yet to have a significant presence in, or influence on, literary work in subject English. The authors contend that engagement with these digitised texts requires us to enact a postdigital (Ablitt 2019) ‘literary literacy’ (Green 2006).

The authors explore how “distant reading” (Moretti 2013), which involves applying digital tools to large-scale data to identify patterns beyond the scale of human perception, offers a form of postdigital literary literacy that can be enacted alongside others, including productive reading and code switching. Using the example of the To be continued database of fiction originally published in 19th and early 20th century Australian newspapers, the article argues that postdigital literary objects offer new possibilities for literary knowledge and new ways of thinking about the purpose and role of literary study and teacher expertise in English in the 21st century.

Part 1: Teaching literature and the changing nature of teacher expertise in subject English

Reading literature is central to subject English as it is taught in Anglophone countries. As Nancy Glazener observes, literature is
identified as a measure of excellence … made an index of the health and strength of a people; credited with fostering modes of public reflection crucial to civil society; entrusted with values and forms of experience believed to be at risk in modern life; and held to play a special role in readers’ intellectual, moral, and emotional development. (2015, 4-5)

Those who decide to become English teachers often do so because of their own experience with, and belief in the value of, reading literature (Goodwyn 2012; Manuel & Carter 2016), along with their institutional success as readers. From the earliest days of the formal teaching of the subject, expertise in reading and selecting literature has been considered essential for English teachers: a mark of their capacity and, indeed, of their quality. An analysis of major UK curriculum documents on subject English since the 1920s shows that being ‘well read’ across a substantive body of canonical literature, has long been a key expectation of English teachers (McLean Davies & Sawyer, 2020). This expectation remains key for contemporary teachers in the UK and Australia and can present significant challenges given the expansive nature of the subject, parental expectations, and the culture of high-stakes assessment, especially at upper secondary levels (McLean Davies & Sawyer 2020; McLean Davies et al forthcoming).

While literature continues to hold a prime place in this curriculum area, the history of subject English shows that what it means to be “well read” as well as what constitutes a literary text have not remained static. In Australia, where the authors based, it is no longer assumed that literary study in subject English refers exclusively to print texts, although these continue to endure in this country as around the world (Beavis 2013). Australian scholars have been at the forefront of the multiliteracies movement, and this has strongly influenced the way in which literary studies are conceived (Beavis 1998; Cope & Kalantzis 2000; Mills 2016). Film, graphic novels, video games and other multimodal texts have become core to secondary English and have expanded the traditional definition of “literature”. This shift reflects the changing nature of students’ textual practices since the late 20th century, and the increased value placed on multimodal forms both for artistic and aesthetic creation and for communication in contemporary societies. By identifying Literature as one of the core strands of the curriculum (along with Language and Literacy), the Australian Curriculum: English (AC:E) both affirms the core role of Literature in subject English, and defines this category in expanded terms including with respect to multimodal texts and diverse genres:

Literature includes a broad range of forms such as novels, poetry, short stories and plays; fiction for young adults and children, multimodal texts such as film, and a variety of non-fiction. Literary texts also include excerpts from longer texts (ACARA 2016)
The impact of the multimodal or digital turn in subject English has led to a substantial rethinking of what constitutes pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman 1986) and the role of literacy across the curriculum (Christie & Derewianka 2008). For teachers, this change in the contents and materials of subject English—and in the redefinition of key categories such as “literature”—has led to the development of new subject-matter expertise and the adoption of pedagogical frameworks that include “digital literacies” (Lankshear & Knobel, 2008). Now central to secondary English are ways of reading and teaching reading that had not been imagined when many current teachers were in secondary school or preparing to become teachers. The changing nature of expertise in this subject area is reflected in text books and publications for pre-service English teachers, which increasingly extend the notion of the literary and attend to a range of multimodal texts and associated reading practices (McCallum, 2012; Doecke et al, 2014, Sawyer, 2019). The ability of English teachers to adapt to and embrace new types of texts and critical reading paradigms highlights both the fluid and malleable nature of subject English (Durrant 2004) and the cumulative, unbounded and agile quality of teacher expertise in this curriculum area.

Teacher expertise has traditionally been discussed in terms of parameters such as content knowledge and capabilities in pedagogy, particularly in a specific discipline or grade level (eg Robinon, 2009; Darling-Hammond, 2000, 2007; Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005; Goe, 2007; Zammit et al. 2007), dimensions that were famously brought together by Shulman (1986). Goodwyn and Enow have repurposed frameworks for the development of expertise specifically for English teaching from Hattie and Dreyfus (Goodwyn, 2010; Enow & Goodwyn, 2018). While affirming these understandings, we foreground the importance of a willingness and agility in responding to changes in the form of literature as a key component of expertise in subject English. Literary forms are always evolving, but the digital age is producing the most significant technological developments in literary culture since the print revolution, such as literary databases and mass-digitised texts. In this new technological context, the capacity of English teachers to adapt to new textual forms is especially important. Such responsiveness as a factor in teacher expertise has rarely been better demonstrated than in the worldwide “re-sitting” of classrooms necessitated by COVID-19.

Following literary critic Stephen Abblitt (2019) we adopt the term “postdigital literary objects” to describe prominent literary databases and mass-digitised texts. Abblitt uses this phrase to emphasise how associations naturalised by printed texts no longer pertain to textuality and its pedagogy in the digital age. Drawing on Hayles (2004) and others, he describes the postdigital literary object as a process: it exists as “a complex set of semiotic and socio-material human and non-human networks and relationships of production, circulation, and consumption” (102). Accordingly, postdigital literature is not limited to texts in the traditional sense, for instance, novels or short stories created by individual authors; nor is it only extended to what we might call the “surface” of born-digital works, such as the images presented on video games or the interactive interfaces of e-literature. Rather, it should be understood as emergent processes that might include the software and code that perform these born-digital works as well as the digitisation and search algorithms and databases that increasingly organise literary culture. Abblitt is clear that the postdigital age changes “the nature of the literary object we study and the human subject we teach,” and has major “implications … for the future of literary pedagogy” (105). We argue, drawing on Abblitt, that as the form of literature and what it means to encounter it evolves, so too must subject English. Where Ablitt offers no specific indications of how these changes might be enacted, though, we demonstrate a framework for subject English that could facilitate this development based on the concept of postdigital literary literacies.

In the next section, we discuss the engagement of digital humanities with postdigital literary objects, especially databases, before introducing the literate practices and modes of expertise that are useful for “reading” them in the secondary English classroom. In the paper’s final section, we offer examples of how these approaches, which would be suitable for years 9 and above, might be used in secondary school contexts, and what this might mean for teacher expertise and approaches to literary pedagogy. While engaging effectively with postdigital literary objects requires the development of new knowledge, skills and expertise, we see this development as consistent with the evolving nature of subject English, as a compulsory study. Further we see these expansions to the scope and scale of literature in English as part of the role that English teachers play (Goodson and Medway 1990), in each generation, of reappraising and expanding what constitutes both literary study and engaged and empowered reading for students.

Part 2: A brief history of digital humanities and digital literary reading practices in education

Computers have been used in tertiary literary studies since at least the 1960s. Yet in the last two decades they have become increasingly prominent, leading to the development of a field of study called digital humanities.
For literary studies, a key feature of this development has been the creation of very large databases of remediated or digitised literary texts. Most prominent among these are mass-digitised libraries, such as Google Books, HathiTrust, the Internet Archive, Project Gutenberg, and Europeana, as well as more nationally-oriented projects such as the Bibliothèque nationale de France’s Gallica and the National Library of Australia’s Trove. There are also digital archives which focus on works by particular authors (e.g. The Rossetti Archive [McGann nd]), particular groups of authors (e.g. the Women Writers Project [Flanders nd]), particular genres (Emory Yellowbacks [Dunne et al]) or particular historical periods (e.g. Perseus Digital Library of ancient Greek and Latin texts [Crane]). These collections of digitised literary works not only give unprecedented access to a huge range of historical literature, but also expand the nature of the literary object: individual works are now, very clearly or materially, parts of intersecting and interconnected systems of texts.

Another prominent feature of digital humanities has been the creation or adaptation of open-access digital tools for analysing these extensive text collections. Some require the use of computer languages such as Python or software environments such as R. Many tools, though, are available in relatively accessible formats with GUIs (Graphic User Interfaces) existing for geospatial analysis (Palladio), network modeling (Cytoscape), text analysis (Voyant, see Figure 1) and machine learning techniques such as topic modeling (such as jsLDA, an interface which we will discuss in detail shortly). Applying these techniques to large collections or databases of digitised texts is often referred to as “distant reading”, a term coined by Franco Moretti in 2000 and developed extensively in two subsequent books: Graphs, Maps, Trees (2005) and Distant Reading (2013). Other terms used to describe this work with digital tools include “cultural analytics” (Manovich 2016), “macroanalysis” (Jockers 2013) and “computational literary studies” (Da 2019). As Moretti (2000) explained in introducing “distant reading,” the intention is “to focus on units that are much smaller or much larger than the text: devices, themes, tropes - or genres and systems” (57). While databases can be understood as new textual (spatial, statistical, visual) artefacts, the outputs of digital tools applied to these databases also create new texts, combining statistical, textual, and visual modes in the form of models, that can be used for analysis.
These approaches have attracted considerable controversy in tertiary literary studies (e.g. Da 2019). In large part, the negative perception is a response to the original, polemical proclamations that scholars such as Moretti made on behalf of these methods, including his contention that “distant reading” should replace “close reading” or the detailed textual analysis of individual literary works (e.g. Moretti 2005). It is also true that, in some digital humanities approaches, applying computational tools to large text databases is taken to comprise the analysis in its entirety, with the results simply needing to be reported. Unlike Moretti, we see close reading practices as remaining central to literary studies and secondary English education and argue that they can be combined with “distant reading” methods. Our approach, in other words, sees both “close” and “distant” reading as part of a spectrum of literary practices pertinent to literary investigation and exploration in the postdigital age. While the tools and databases of the digital humanities might seem entirely different from what has come before them, we contend that they maintain the aspects of literature that have underpinned its centrality in secondary English education, including how it helps us to understand more about ourselves, the world and the way we create meaning in it. Engaging in this digitised environment, though, necessitates a broadening of expertise and literate practices.

Following Ablitt’s (2019) definition (above) of the postdigital we use the concept of “postdigital literary literacies” as an enabling framework for thinking through an expanded repertoire of practices available to literary study in the 21st century and outline three forms these literate practices might take: “productive reading,” “distant reading” and “code switching.” These terms come with considerable histories, and we use them here to emphasise that what we are proposing is a continuation of the ongoing development of literacy and literature over time. Drawing on Foucault, “productive reading” has been used to describe rich reading practices, conducted with individual texts, and interested in generating new concepts and perspectives rather than reproducing an existing set of ideas (Muckelbauer, 2000). We extend this description to consider how a wide range of activities with postdigital literary objects - for instance, selecting, recombining, curating and remixing - constitute the production of meaning in classrooms. As noted above, while “distant reading” is sometimes taken to describe digital humanities approaches to literature in their entirety, we use it to mean the production and investigation of a new type of postdigital literary object: namely, a model. Finally, while “code switching” is a linguistic term, referring to movement between languages (Bullock & Toribio, 2009), we use it to support the idea that one of the ways to arrive at literary meaning in the postdigital environment is by moving between models and the individual literary works to which they refer.

We see these postdigital literary literacies as an expansion of Bill Green’s concept of a “literary literacy” (Green 2002). Green articulates “literary literacy” partly in terms of action and process, concerning “doing things with texts” (2008, 16). His conceptualisation contests the long-standing bifurcation of literary learning and literacy by identifying the literacy project of English teaching as located in the poetic and the imaginary, in metaphor and narrative, and as concerned with creativity and semantic innovation (Green, 2002). By considering this concept in terms of postdigital literary objects, we propose ways of working with texts that expand the types of literacy practices and literary knowledges relevant to secondary English in the 21st century.

**Part 3: Thinking through the possibilities of a postdigital literary literacy in the English classroom**

To explore how postdigital literary literacies might be enacted by teachers and students in English classrooms, we turn now to the example of a large text database and a particular digital tool. The database is *To be continued: The Australian Newspaper Fiction Database* (Bode and Hetherington 2018), which is publicly available and based on the National Library of Australia’s open-access database of digitised historical newspapers. The database holds over 23,000 publications of novels, novellas and short stories, literary and popular, from around the world (Australia, Britain and America, especially, but also Austria, Canada, France, Germany, and many more). Since it was publicly launched in March 2018 it has attracted a crowdsourcing community who have corrected Optical Character Recognition errors in the text of thousands of stories and added over 2,000 new publications.

*Productive reading*

We suggest that to read the database and the digitised texts it makes available *productively*, readers need to ask questions about how this postdigital literary object was constituted. Whereas, in approaching a printed literary text, the reader might ask a question about genre—is this a poem, or a graphic novel, a short story, or a noir film?—a postdigital “productive reading” extends the questions relevant to understanding the creation
of literature to a wider range of issues – formal, material, historical, and technical – than are typically asked when students encounter printed texts. The point is not to reject aesthetic meaning, but rather to explore how the production of literary texts as, for instance, national or canonical artefacts, involves an amalgam of processes that extend well beyond the artistic or literary historical. Answering those questions requires productive and processual – rather than what we might call critical or rhetorical – practices, involving selecting, reorganising, composing and remixing the postdigital literary object. The results of these procedures do not reveal, but create the possibilities of, the literary meanings students can gain. In arguing this, we acknowledge that media studies in England, and subject English in Australia have, since the 1990s, included a greater attention to text history and the ways in which production decisions, particularly with regard to technology, impact on the way in which we make meaning with texts. The productive reading practices we discuss below draw on this practice of attending to language and semiotic systems but extend this to consider how these practices might be deployed across a massive corpus of digitised texts.

Fig 2. Search page of To be continued database

One mode of productive reading might be to engage with the formal features of these postdigital literary objects. For instance, as shown in Figure 2, To be continued includes a number of facets for exploring newspaper fiction, including browsing, selecting by the gender or nationality of authors, searching for keywords in the titles or text of the stories, or limiting or ordering by date of publication. As well as familiarising students with important practices for negotiating the prominent digital infrastructure of the database, these functions allow them to shape literary inquiries to their own interests and experiences. For instance, they might use the “newspaper title” facet to find fiction that was published in the place they live or employ keyword searching to discover references to conditions, such as drought, that they have experienced. The stories of the past can thus be collated by students in ways that have a direct relevance to their own stories.

A productive reading also engages with the material features of the postdigital literary object. In To be continued students and teachers can view digitised stories in the context of the newspaper pages by clicking on embedded links to the National Library of Australia’s digitised collection (see the screenshot in Figure 3, below). Exploring the material contexts in which these stories were originally published and read provides clues – for instance, from the placement of literature within the whole newspaper and on the
individual page, the space it occupies, and the materials that frame it – about how these printed texts were produced and what fiction meant for readers in the past. Such multi-literate historical understanding is inhibited when texts are only engaged with as books and is quite different from what is enabled when teachers mediate or direct students to predetermined, curated texts to contextualise their readings.

The stories that can be encountered through large databases are, in many cases, unavailable in printed form or, at the very least, would have previously been very difficult for students and teachers to access. The opportunity to explore a much wider range of fiction can thus enable students to question received (canonical and national) ideas about past literatures. Some of these stories, for instance, present European settlement in Australia as an invasion of Aboriginal land (Bode 2018), while others are radical in their advocacy of women’s rights and new approaches to marriage, as in the short story captured in Figure 3, by South Australian writer Catherine Helen Spence.

![Trove](https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper)

**Fig 3**. Image of Newspaper Page featuring Spence, ‘Breach of Promise’ and accompanying OCR derived correctable text from TROVE database National Library of Australia  

As well as connecting literature from the past to the personal interests and lived experiences of students, productive reading practices draw connections between the processes that organise their out-of-school textual worlds and literary textuality in their classroom. To be continued, like other databases, presents opportunities to consider how texts are produced as technical or technological artefacts. Remediating or digitised texts complicate standard divisions of print and digital culture, meaning that readers explore not a printed text or a digitised text but a digital performance of a printed document. This performance involves the translation or re-mediation of a printed page into a digital image, which becomes digital text that is stored in a database accessible, using search algorithms, through a digital interface. Understanding these processes is fundamentally important to understanding the nature of the resulting text. It helps to explain, for instance, why the digital text provided by the database often contains errors: because it is reliant on the capacity of a computer to use Optical Character Recognition to connect a shape derived from a digital scan of an often-damaged printed page to a letter. This is in contrast to contemporary texts (such as a Facebook post) which are created through different processes. Recognising that computer systems and
architectures shape the terms in which meaning can be presented is an essential literacy skill for the 21st century.

**Distant reading**

As illustrated by the above examples, productive postdigital readings enable students to undertake inquiries that draw together questions of textuality, historicity, materiality, technology, nationality and canonicity. However, postdigital literacy literacies do not end with searching a database and reading, or even with investigating the material and technical features of the resulting documents. Postdigital literacy also encompasses the use of digital tools to produce new textual (and postdigital literary) objects through “distant reading” practices that further expand literary inquiry beyond a small group of texts.

We focus here on topic modeling, a machine-learning method for identifying latent semantic patterns in the occurrence of words across a large corpus. These patterns are “latent” because they are not apparent before the application of the computer algorithm, and they relate to the likelihood or probability of words occurring together in the same document: this co-occurrence of words is referred to as a “topic”. The user or “distant reader” proposes the number of topics for the computer to generate. In Ted Underwood’s words, topic modeling then proceeds as “a way of extrapolating backward from a collection of documents to infer the … ‘topics’ … that could have generated them”. Topic modeling is often used to explore patterns in word use across documents in very large corpora: such as millions of websites, thousands of scientific abstracts or all of the texts in newspapers across a given period (e.g. Newman and Bloc 2006; Hong and Davison 2010). Providing opportunities for students to create computational models is useful because these artefacts are now key rhetorical devices within contemporary society. Whether the model is a map or a chart or a word cloud, these objects are part of the discourse of culture today and understanding how they are produced and the differences between them is an essential skill.

![Image of single iteration of a Topic Search of selections of 11 stories (Appendix 1), using David Mimno’s jsLDA:In Browser Topic Modeling](https://mimno.infosci.cornell.edu/jsLDA/)
To illustrate how “distant reading” might be enacted, we exported 11 short stories from the To be continued database, all by Australian women (listed in Appendix 1). Our selection was motivated by previous research by the authors which has shown that Australian literature, and women’s literature, is often marginalised in the school curriculum (McLean Davies, Martin, Buzacott 2017). These stories were published primarily in Christmas issues of Australian newspapers between 1880 and 1900 - the pre-Federation boom period in colonial Australian writing.

To produce the above 10-topic model, we uploaded two files to produce the jsLDA topic modeling interface shown in Figure 4. The first was a curated dataset of the first 6,000 words of each of the 11 short stories by Australian women extracted from To be continued. Second, we uploaded a stopword file, which lists words to be excluded from the topic model, including high frequency words such as conjunctions (and, but) and articles (the, an) as well as some additional words relevant to the particular stories discussed below. In the jsLDA interface, the number of topics can be adjusted using the slider bar at the top right hand of the figure; students would ideally experiment with the number of topics, select the texts to use and devise the stopword list to explore the collection. Topic modeling is a good technique for showing students that the supposed “objective” outputs of computational analyses can be contingent. As topic modeling is a probabilistic method, the words contained within each topic will change, sometimes subtly, sometimes considerably, by re-running the model, and as the user “trains” and “tests” probabilities. Rather than a “bug”, this aspect of topic modeling is a feature, in that it can enable a discussion of probability and the faith often invested in computational models as objective truth in contemporary society. Variations that are possible in creating the topic model – including the number of iterations and number of topics used, and the contents of the stopword list – can help students and teachers to reflect on how probability works in relation to language to produce patterns.

A “distant reading” facilitates the interpretation as well as the production of new texts. Previous work with teachers by McLean Davies and Martin has shown that, although Australian literature is a compulsory part of the Australian secondary English curriculum (ACARA, 2016), teachers are reluctant to present their students with 19th-century literature due to the perceived archaic language or concepts (McLean Davies, Martin and Buzacott, 2017). In breaking the language in the stories down into “topics” or clusters of words the model produced by this method provides a different way of engaging students with the types of language used in 19th-century fiction, and the focus or genre of these stories. Students might explore the language used in these stories by providing titles or labels for the different topics, such as topic 7: time, Mrs, good young, just, come, came long, girl. By clicking on the topic correlations button, students can see which topics are most likely to occur together. This could lead to a discussion of why particular word clusters might be thematically linked and what this suggests about the character of 19th century Australian women’s fiction. Alternatively, clicking on the vocabulary button on the upper right of the jsLDA interface shows a word frequency list, which further assists in developing an understanding of the texts. In this case, there is a high frequency of vocabulary relating to families and homes; this could lead a discussion of domestic realism as a prominent genre in 19th century Australian women’s writing. In these different ways, interpreting the topic model presents students with a shifting but evocative picture of the literary language, associations and potential preoccupations of 19th century fiction.

Another form of engagement with the language of the topic model is possible through adjusting the language included. Readers can edit the stopword list and re-run the topic model to see how the word associations change. In the stopword list used in the above topic model, “Mr”, “Mrs”, and “Miss” had not been removed, which is commonly done. This makes evident the hierarchies of gender common in the 19th century. By reading both the topic model and the stopword list as new texts, students encounter the rich varieties of meaning generation manifested in postdigital literary objects.

**Code switching**

Code switching, the final practice we include in this discussion of postdigital literary literacy, involves readers using the model to ask questions about the fiction and using the fiction to ask questions about the model. The power of this approach arises from the different logics used to associate words by humans and computers. In this sense, although the results of the above method are called “topics” there is a lot of debate in the literature about the nature of this “model of language” (Rhody 2012: np) and whether and, if so, how these statistical arrangements of words relate to the concepts used to understand the relationship between literary works (e.g. Buurma 2015; Goldstone & Underwood 2014). In the classroom, a comparison of the outcomes of this modeling approach – which involves multiple cycles sorting for probabilistic associations
of words – could enable a discussion of the nature of human interpretation or reading as itself a sorting and meaning-generating system, and also the non-textual data humans bring to managing text.

As a possible code-switching exercise, students could reflect on what is meant by “literary theme” in relation to the words in a particular topic. Selecting topic 0 - as has been done in Figure 4 – arranges the texts in the middle panel to show which ones have the highest proportions of words in that topic. Students could then hypothesise how the words in topic 0 - money, answered, John, gen, comes, father’s, Clarice, Muriel, gray, play - are arranged in the narratives and test their assumptions by reading the stories. Students might write their own narratives set in a contemporary context, using the words in a particular topic and compare their use of the language to the approach taken by the 19th century authors. For secondary teachers, introducing these methodologies to the classroom offers a number of opportunities to encourage critical and questioning approaches to unfamiliar texts. In particular, code switching might assist students to: find a way into and engage with a range of sometimes complex texts; reinforce the role of human interpretation in all textual-meaning making activities and develop new critical digital literary literacy practices that enable a robust generative engagement with these literary works.

Conclusion: Expanding models of English for the 21st century

We started this article by asserting that the teaching of literature, while remaining central to subject English, has not remained fixed. It has, instead, been responsive to changing definitions of the literary, influenced particularly by the introduction of born-digital texts into the curriculum since the 1980s, and the transformation in theory and practice that the arrival of digital texts produced. We are now at another watershed moment. In this case, the impetus for rethinking and evolving our approach to literary study in subject English comes from the field of the digital humanities, which has broadened the scope of literary study beyond the individual work, or beyond small groups of texts assembled by a teacher. Just as born-digital texts, understood as literary works, required teachers to expand their repertoire of literate practices, massive literary databases require expanded understandings of what might constitute a “literary literacy” for the 21st century, and how to articulate and share these practices with students. As we have discussed, these new literate practices can be expressed in terms of the paradigm of the postdigital, and include productive reading, distant reading, and textual code-switching.

Given its move away from the primacy of the individual text, the question may be raised as to whether what we are proposing is still recognisably English. Subject English is often referred to in terms of “models” such as those articulated by Cox: personal growth; cross curricular; adult needs; cultural heritage and cultural analysis (DESWO, 1989). It is possible to claim that postdigital literary literacy is offering a further model for subject English, one which builds on and extends teachers’ expertise, reflecting the digital and digitised modes of the 21st century. At the same time, this new model draws on, engages critically with, and advances, the previous models. Postdigital literary literacy, as we have described it here, can be seen as addressing contemporary understandings of “adult needs” and “cultural analysis” which are central to communication outside the classroom. These modes of communication, apparent in Web 2.0 and in particular social media platforms, involve curating, assessing, and creating multiple texts, and critically comprehending the ways in which texts are produced in these digital and digitised environments. With regard to the “cross-curricular” model, the applications we have discussed here cross subject boundaries and re-define possibilities for “subject literacies” (consider the possible applications in History, for example). Literary “heritages” can also be interrogated in new ways that go beyond individual, or small collections of, texts, just as aspects of culture can be read through quite different language-related lenses. Finally, “growth” can encompass new understandings of language and textuality from those dependent on bringing individual experience to an interaction with just the individual text.

In practice, of course, no model of English necessarily displaces any other. In the teaching of reading, the “four resources” model (Freebody & Luke, 1990) brings together different models with quite different functions and aims (viz. text decoder, text participant, text user and text analyst). Similarly, the 3-D model of literacy (Green & Beavis, 2014) presents literacy practice as bringing together the different functions of “operational,” “cultural” and “critical” literacies. Howie’s (2005) transformative model does the same with programming units of work in subject English itself, taking into account each of the approaches he calls “subjective”, “structural”, “cultural” and “critical”. Thus, the practices of English more often than not enact what Locke has termed English teachers’ “principled eclecticism” (Locke 2015), involving multiple and varied models (to the extent that practice can be represented as models) of the subject playing out concurrently (Goodwyn 2008).
Will students benefit from such an approach to English? Will it deal with questions of engagement? Such questions need to be tested empirically, which is the next step in our research. It is our hope that this model will bring a strong sense of agency to the classroom experience, as it enables students to search out the answers to any question they set themselves about experiences, themes, questions of authorship, histories, ideologies and so on. It can also be envisaged as bringing, for example, a digitised version of problem-based learning to the English classroom, an experience that can fit readily with both cultural heritage and cultural analysis approaches to the subject. There are, however, issues with equity and with the “digital divide”: schools and students well-resourced in terms of digital technology will be advantaged over those which aren’t. This problem of equitable provision needs urgent policy attention on a range of fronts and has been starkly highlighted by the COVID-19 crisis. We can only say here that our approach doesn’t seem to compound the problem.

As with all new models and approaches taken in school English, which reflect the expanding purposes of communication and means of engaging with literary texts, in digitally re-mediated culture it will be important for English teachers to take agency and become “their own experts” (Yandell 2019). It will be through a willingness to lead students to new modes of investigation that the possibilities for a “postdigital literary literacy” will be explored and refined.
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